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Was there a period without any geopolitical tensions?

+

E

Throughout recorded history, there has been very rarely a period completely devoid of 
geopolitical tensions. 

However, there have been periods of relatively stability and peace known as “Pax” periods, 
often named after the dominant power or region of the time. For example: Pax Roman 
(Roman Peace), Pax Britannica (British Peace), Pax Americana (American Peace).

Even during these “Pax” periods, there were still localized conflicts and tensions, but they 
were often on a smaller scale or limited to specific regions. 

It is important to note that complete and lasting absence of geopolitical tensions is 
exceeding rare in human history. 
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WTO: Increasing risk of a fragmented world dominated by regional trade blocs
Trade between blocs grew on average 4-6% slower than trade within blocs
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“We believe that that would be costly for the 
global economy. That’s what our analysis 
suggests, that fragmentation can reduce 
global GDP by 7% which is the size of 
Germany and Japan.”

IMF spokesperson Julie Kozack
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Oxford Economics: 
Geopolitical tensions are now seen as the top near-term risk
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UBS: 
Geopolitics has become the top concern of family offices in the next 2-3 years
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Export growth 
in targeted 
products 
across 
countries
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BUILD WIDE NETWORK OF 
FRIENDS

Trump-Kim Summit in Singapore
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TAKE PRINCIPLED POSITIONS, 
NOT SIDES

Singapore took a principled 
stand and imposed sanctions on 
Russia
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SUPPORT RULES-BASED 
MULTILATERALISM

MOUs on legal cooperation
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MAKE OURSELVES RELEVANT 
TO THE WORLD

MFA’s Singapore Cooperation 
Programme (SCP)
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FOSTER STRONG 
TRADE RELATIONS

SG has a comprehensive 
network of bilateral and 
plurilateral FTAs
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“Singapore has always been a strategic regional hub for 
major flows in trade, capital and data. This makes the 

country an ideal platform to lead conversations that are 
unique to businesses and society in Asia.”

Vishal Agarwal
Senior Partner

McKinsey & Company
at launch of Vivid, a sustainability innovation hub in Asia
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Queen Mary University of London and White & Case’s Survey: 
SG: Most preferred arbitration seat in the world; among top 4 in all regions
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Growing number of 
debtors from Singapore 
and overseas using 
Singapore’s framework to 
navigate financial 
distress
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